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If your job includes responsibility for any part  
of a compliance and ethics program, then 

this book is for you.

“This book is filled with practical ideas that can 
have an immediate impact on your compliance 
and ethics program. Making improvements to 
your program doesn’t have to be difficult—read 
this book and you’ll be on your way!”

—  Rebecca Walker, JD 
Partner, Kaplan & Walker LLP  
SCCE Advisory Board Member

Jump-start your program  

with sCCE’s new idea guide
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Anyone working in the compliance field knows that the best ideas for building an 
effective program come from other compliance and ethics professionals. Author 
Joe Murphy has spent years not only collecting such ideas, but also using them and 
networking with others who use them. 

He shares 501 of them here—ideas big and small—to help others find new ways to 
improve their compliance and ethics programs. Topics covered in this collection 
include: 

• identifying compliance & ethics risks
• establishing and enforcing a program
• conducting audits
• benchmarking against industry practices
• preparing for investigations
• evaluating effectiveness
• and much more!

All ideas in this book are practical and can be immediately acted upon. However, 
for readers who want more than a “bite-sized nugget” of information, Murphy 
has also provided print and Web references after most ideas to supply more 
background and detail. 

501 Ideas for your Compliance and Ethics program:  
Lessons from 30 Years of Practice


